
EVERRATI COMPLETES COLD WEATHER TESTING OF ELECTRIC LAND 
ROVER SERIES AHEAD OF DELIVERY OF FIRST US COMMISSIONED 

MODEL  

● Finishing a rigorous winter sign-off programme, Everrati continues to raise the bar in 
the electric-classic sector through its application of OEM-grade quality standards  

● First US customer Land Rover Series IIA commission will spend its life in hotter 
conditions, but new car has been fully tested in extreme cold 

● All systems, including Everrati’s proprietary OEM-standard e-powertrain, signed-off 
during testing in Vermont, New England, ahead of customer delivery at the end of Q1  

● Approach further validates the OEM-level design, engineering and quality programme 
Everrati applies to every redefined and electrified model   

● Hi-res media imagery: https://bit.ly/Everrati_Series_testing_   
● www.everrati.com 

Thursday 1 February 2024: Everrati Automotive Limited (Everrati™), the leading technology 
company specialising in the redefining and futureproofing of automotive icons through the integration 
of cutting-edge electric vehicle (EV) powertrains, has completed final winter testing of its first US 
commissioned Land Rover Series.  

While the new vehicle will spend most of its life in a much more temperate area of North America, it 
has been fully signed-off by Everrati’s expert engineering team as part of an intensive cold weather 
programme in Vermont, New England, further underlining the company’s application of OEM-grade 
standards to the design, engineering, and quality of its products.  

Over recent months, the first US commissioned Series IIA has undergone a rigorous validation 
programme, covering all components, with particular focus paid to the performance and reliability of 
its state-of-the-art OEM-grade electric powertrain. Encompassing high altitudes and cold weather, 
such as snow and extreme low temperatures, Everrati’s team ensured high-voltage reliability and 
tested charging functionality. Alongside hot weather testing, the team has now validated the vehicle 
for all climates.   
  
Meticulously redefined as a cutting-edge EV, offering a unique blend of heritage, luxury and 
sustainability, every Series IIA commission is first fully restored from the ground up, with Everrati then 
integrating its own e-powertrain, designed, and developed at its global headquarters in Upper 
Heyford, Oxfordshire, England. The result is a fully futureproofed vehicle fit for the 21st century which 
can drive in near silence and emission-free in any city across the globe.  

Completing cold weather test in the US is the latest example of how Everrati is setting new standards, 
its Series IIA already passing electric vehicle safety testing in 2022, achieving UN-ECE R100.01 at 
the Netherlands Vehicle Authority – RDW, the only electrified classic of its type to do so in the world.  

Justin Lunny, Co-Founder and CEO of Everrati said: “Everrati’s OEM-grade engineering, design, 
and quality processes continue to raise the bar in the electrified classic sector. The Land Rover 
Series, like all our models, represents the pinnacle of zero-emission icons and this latest example of 
our OEM-grade approach just underlines how we are going the extra mile in this rapidly growing 
market.  

“Our redefined Land Rover Series IIA combines a complete restoration with the integration of our 
proprietary OEM-level electric powertrain, preserving the vehicle’s legacy and enabling it to be 
enjoyed by generations to come. I can’t wait for us to hand over this first US customer commission to 
its new owner, who can be sure they are receiving the ultimate in redefined icons.” 

With a 60kWh battery and 150bhp and 300 Nm from its electric motors, Everrati’s Land Rover Series 
IIA offers both two-wheel drive and four-wheel drive modes and a range of up to 150 miles, almost 
identical to its combustion-engined past, combined with regenerative braking, AC and DC fast 
charging capability. The company now offers its Land Rover Series builds both 88” and 109”, and 
multiple roof configurations.  

https://bit.ly/Everrati_Series_testing_
http://www.everrati.com


Combined with the very latest in sustainable luxury materials, including the world’s lowest carbon 
leather for the automotive industry from leading leather manufacturer, Bridge of Weir, it further 
highlights Everrati’s overall mission for sustainable luxury. 

The development of Everrati’s leading powertrain technology is supported by a robust network of 
extremely experienced and best-in-class partners and suppliers to deliver OEM-grade products, 
processes, and quality. Everrati’s leading portfolio of redefined automotive icons includes electric 
versions of the Porsche 911 (964) Coupe, Targa, Cabriolet and RSR-inspired edition, G-Series based 
ST-inspired edition, Range Rover Classic, Land Rover Defender, Land Rover Series, GT40, and 
Mercedes-Benz W113 SL ‘Pagoda’. 

For more information, visit Everrati’s website at: www.everrati.com 
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About Everrati™ 

Everrati™ was founded in 2019 by British entrepreneur Justin Lunny and long-term automotive 
specialist Nick Williams. Both car enthusiasts from an early age, they became increasingly conscious 
of the wider impact combustion engines have on the environment. Everrati was launched with the 
vision of restoring iconic models from an earlier era and converting them to electric propulsion.  

Everrati’s model line-up consists of electric versions of the Porsche 911 (964) Coupe, Targa, Cabriolet 
in Pure, Signature, Gulf Signature and RSR-inspired Editions, ST-inspired G-Series, Land Rover 
Series IIA, Range Rover Classic, Land Rover Defender, GT40 in partnership with Superformance 
including officially licenced Gulf Edition and Mercedes-Benz W113 SL ‘Pagoda’. Everrati™ designs, 
develops and builds its cars from a bespoke facility in Upper Heyford, Oxfordshire. 

Everrati™ restores and modifies existing classic and iconic cars for its customers to enable them to 
be used and enjoyed in a low carbon world. Everrati™ does not manufacture vehicles. Everrati™ is 
not sponsored, associated, approved, endorsed, nor, in any way, affiliated with the manufacturers of 
the cars they restore. All brand names, logos and crests along with any other products mentioned are 
the trademarks of their respective holders. Any mention of trademarked names or other marks is for 
purpose of reference only. 

About Everrati Advanced Technologies 
Delivered by a team of highly-skilled industry experts, utilising the latest Tier 1 components and 
technology, Everrati Advanced Technologies delivers the most appropriate powertrain solution to suit 
the requirement of the customer – from initial concept and feasibility study through to scalable low 
volume production. 
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